
UNIT 1 UNDERSTANDING THE ORGANISATION

Customer Service Unit one: Understanding the organisation (H//) Unit 1 Assessment Assessment You should use this
file to complete your Assessment.

Once the fire alarm rings whoever is in branch will make their way to the meeting point for staff. Employee
This is important because you can plan your time off for a holiday and Full time employee have the right to
holiday pay, their entitled to 28 ask your employer for the days you have off when you want. When
forecasting we need always to supply the demand requirements for evaluation the strategic options â€” number
of people, what quantities, and what competences need, known as limiting factors for planning. Health and
Safety Policy : outlines what to do in the event of a fire, Checking access to fire exits and keeping routes clear.
Supervisions and general feedback also provide them with information of company policies in order to bring
about any performance improvements. Use the table below to give details of employer and employee rights
and responsibilities under employment law and the importance of having these consider the importance to the
organisation, employees and customers, where relevant. To find correct law act or regulations you may from:
www. Identify a range of sources where a person can find information and advice on employment rights and
responsibilities. Four main points that must be included in a contract of employment are: 1. In your current
organisation or one that you are familiar with , what is the procedure for accessing formal learning
programmes? They will always try and beat any quotation that a customer confronts them with. Once you
have completed all 5 Sections of this Assessment, go to www. You will need to explain who is training
provider if external , how and when the training will help to improve required performance levels supporting
the employer within your new role. When code of practice â€” set of rules or standards outlining the
responsibilities for employees or organisation, the policy is course of action adopted by an organization. You
should outline customer service roles in each organisation and highlight the differences in how customer
service is carried out across these organisations. Section 2 â€” Understand employee rights, responsibilities
and organisational procedures 1. We have a procure for keeping the work place clean and tidy all staff
members each morning check a rota that is on the wall to see who is doing what job that day such as
hoovering, polishing, cleaning the windows or even the WC. Stone fed GB stonemasonry industry. They also
provide protection to the personal information according to the data protection act  Explain how new customer
service situations can help with self-development and career progression. In your answer you should make
reference to the entry level position of your chosen pathways and any qualifications or on-the-job learning that
would aid progression. This policy applies particularly to the recruitment and selection processes. Rights and
responsibilities Why are they important? Career pathways are broad grouping of career occupations that have
specific skills or knowledge in providing context by exploring career options at various levels of education
and framework learning the skills and knowledge required for future success. Explain how employees are
involved with and consulted on changes to the principles, procedures and policies within the organisation.
Now that you have completed part 3 of your Assessment, remember to save the work you have done so far â€”
you will need to send your work to your tutor for marking once you have completed all 5 parts of this
Assessment. Speaking to the manager or line manager about progression within the stonemasonry industry
may benefit on finding the right training needed within the organisation. But within this role you are
responsible for taking a large volume of calls and dealing with front desk enquiries. The key sources
supporting workplace regarding career progression are: org- handbook, line managers, HR department, and
specific websites. Section 1 â€” Understand the factors that affect an organisation and the customer service
role 1. They maintain their high quality standards and supply the best customer service for their customers. In
addition to the information provided in the questions above, identify the other key legislation that specifically
relates to your chosen organisation and its industry as a whole. Gordon Ramsey or Alan Sugar view on
leadership skills for planning, gain respect, shows planning techniques, getting and leading the team to
effective task completion, and have great results. All rights reserved. M E Damsell also have a handbook
where any changed to principles will be updated within this handbook. They work to help landlords Connells
sometimes acts The National Landlords uphold standards, keeping on behalf of a landlord if Association
tenants and maintaining they have a large property profit levels. Granite worktop prices include templating
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and fitting as well as fire surrounds, but gravestone you have to take into consideration the churchyard fees
that the council charge, this will always be added onto the final price total at the end of service. Accessed 05, 
High level risk assessment has been allocated to climate impacts, associated risks and potential adaptation
responses, to know about level of risk measured or indentified. Internally or at work with specific sector of
legislation may help line manager, colleagues, or personnel specialist. There is no form to complete , just an
email is to be sent to the manage as an official request explaining the reasons behind the request and the
relevance to my role and how it could benefit the company, should the request be refused I have 30 days to
appeal against the decision and this is looked at by the area director. They Provide the UK with access to
treatment and care for medical health purposes. Health and safety There is a health and safety policy, and the
management of health and safety at work requires employees to carry out risk assessments. This also helps
other employees avoid accidents and put themselves as risk as the hazard has been identified.


